
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Stamp the following images on the watercolor paper: Cat On Branch (from stamp set 30-317), Poinsettia (30-133), Girl On Window (30-256), Penguins (30-061). 

Color the images as follow, fussy cut and set them aside: 

Girl On Window 
Face and hair: Tattered Rose, Carmine Red, Antique Linen, Ground Espresso; 
Clothes and bows: Pale Dawn Gray and Geranium Red; 
Window: Pale Dawn Gray, Gray Tint, Green Gray. 
 
Poinsettia (12 pieces) 
Geranium Red, Pale Dawn Gray and white gel pen.  
 
Cat On Branch 
Cat: Gray Tint, Green Gray, Carmine Red; 
Branch: Pale dawn grey, Bundle sage, Geranium Red. 
 
Penguins 
Gray Tint, Green Gray, Carmine Red, Yellow 
 

Create the 2 curved “landscape” pieces using 1.2” and 2” watercolor paper strips and blend them with Bundle Sage inkpad. Sprinkle some water onto the 2 pieces and 

towel dry after 3sec. Mix white acrylic paint with water and use sprinkle it onto both pieces using a brush. Set aside to dry.  

Create 5.5” x 5.5” top fold white card base and layer a 5.35” x 4.5” Brown Snowflakes pattern paper. Add a piece of cheese cloth across the middle. 

Cut out an oval shape in the middle of a 3.5” x 5” red polka dot Echo Park pattern paper and use the white gel pen to draw along the oval. Add metal corners on the top 

corners and adhere onto a 3.5” x 5” light beige Echo Park pattern paper using foam tape. Add this piece onto the top right of the card. 

Cut 4 snowflakes (Snow Time dies) and along the 4 corners of the oval “window”.  Layer the large landscape flushed to the bottom of the Brown Snowflakes pattern paper.  

Using double layers of foam tape, adhere Girl On Window image in the middle of oval “window”. Add the colored Poinsettia images around the window frame of the Girl 

On Window image. 

Adhere the Cat On Branch image onto the top left of the card use foam tape. 

Glue the Penguins image onto the back portion of the small landscape piece. Using foam tape on the lower, back part the smaller landscape, layer this onto the bottom of 

the card. 

Cut sentiments “Joy” and “Peace” on white cardstock and glue it on the landscape pieces.  

Finish with 2 red flowers on the top corners of the large landscape piece and rhinestones around the sentiments. 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-317 Deck The Halls, 30-133 Mimi’s Winter 

Friends, 30-256 Frosty Fun, 30-061 Mimi’s Christmas, 51-177 Snow Time dies, 51-174 

Greetings 

Additional Products: White Cardstock, Echo Park 2016 Christmas pattern papers, 

300gsm watercolor papers, Distress Ink pad Bundle Sage, Spellbinder oval dies, Zig 

markers (Pale Dawn Gray, Geranium Red, Gray Tint, Green Gray, Carmine Red, Yellow), 

Distress markers (Tattered Rose, Vintage Photo, Antique Linen, Ground Espresso), 

Wild Orchid Craft metal corners, Wild Orchid Craft red flowers, cheese cloth, Kaiser 

Craft rhinestones, small green leaves, Signo Ball white gel pen, brush number 0, foam 

tape, white acrylic paint, Beacon glue, Tombow glue 

 

 

 

 


